
The Design of Hospital Patient Food
Service System in the Future Society
Designed based on the future needs of human sustainable diet, committed to improving the quality of meals for 
long-term inpatients
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The issue of hospital catering is not only food hygiene and safety, but also whether 
the patient’s diet helps the body recover. More importantly, there is the issue
of patients' catering experience. In the catering service survey of top hospitals in the world, 
there is no catering system that is more popular with patients.

Hospital catering 
is still a problem 
that top hospitals 
stillneed to  consider
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Husband and wife 
open life kitchen 
to solve cooking  problems 
for patients' families
Beginning in 2003, a couple in Jiangxi, China, started operating the "kitchen of life", providing cooking 
stoves for the families of hospital patients and solving cooking problems.
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In China,
 processing restaurants  

near hospitals are very common
The family members of the patient buy fresh ingredients and put them in the processing restaurant, which is responsible for 

processing, so that the processed ingredients have high nutritional value and help the patient recover.

Restaurant name: Hao Zai Lai Processing Restaurant
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Although the nutrition problem 
is solved, the problems of 
distance, price and food safety 
remain to be solved
To create a healthy community environment in the future, we made the following design
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LOT医局膳房

02 Design Idea

Based on the processing restaurant near the original hospital, 
the future hospital patient meal system is designed to ensure 

a safe, convenient and efficient diet based on healthy diet. 
It is worth mentioning that this design can also provide employment opportunities for patients' families.



Existing problem

distance is too far Food is too expensive Health problem Too long Troublesome operation

People involved

Family members 
of patients

Medical
Personnel

Chef Market
 Owner

Patient Hospital

Existing problem

Family members buy vegetables and enter the processing restaurant t
o find someone to process it

Based on the
existing 

opportunities,
we define the

service population as
long-term hospitalized

patients 
(2 weeks-4 weeks)

02 The Opportunity



02 Typical User Behavior in A Day

Patient's family member A/B one-day behavior table

Patient's family emotional curve

Design contact analysis

AM 7：00—9：00

Hospital set breakfast
Have breakfast with the patient

Cooperate with doctors
 to care for patients

Breakfast order service
Patient Care Monitoring Service

AM 10：00—11：30 AM 11：30—12：00 PM 1：30—2：00 PM 2：30—3：30 PM 3：30—5：30

Go to the vegetable market
 to buy vegetables

Processing point looks at 
processed dishes

Dining with patients

Go to the vegetable market 
to buy vegetables

Processing point looks at 
processed dishes

Dining with patients

Lunch break Organize the ward
Cooperate with doctors to

 care for patients

Accompany the patient 
for examination

Solution to the meal problem
Order service

Delivery service

Solution to the meal problem
Order service

Delivery service

Nursing service Nurse inspection appointmentLunch break space



STAKEHOLIDER MAP PatientHospital

Government

Private organization Family members
 of patients

Medical care

Takeaway
Operators

Vegetable market

Designer

Takeaway Fresh

Chef

Other food
 sellers

Takeaway
 Merchant

A

B

C

End user
Records and 
Guardianship

Contact and 
communication

Health protection

Big data statistics

Human Resources

Financial resources Material resources

First level user

Secondary user

02 Stakeholder Map Analysis



Auntie Zhao who took care of Grandpa Li for a long time

Work as an accountant and retired at home

No experience in caring for patients

Aunt Zhao

“I hope my husband can eat well, but the 
hospital’s meals are almost the same every day. 

We are all tired of eating and 
we don’t know if there is nutrition.”

十

02 Typical User Analysis



02 Discovery and Summary of Focal Issues
Users

Scenes

Problems

Character

ChefNurseRelatives of 
patient

Patient

Age

They need to be taken 
care of and have high 
dietary requirements. 

They need to spend a 
lot of time to take 
care of patients' diet 
and daily life, and 
have great psycho-
logical and physio-
logical pressure. 

Proper diet and 
lifestyle advice 
should be provided 
to the patient and 
his/her family. v

Make food according 
to requirements. 

Security levelPractical levelCommunication level

This plays a very important role between patients and 
their families, between nurses and patients and their 
families, between families and the cooks who share 
the kitchen, and between families. 

Di�erent people exchange information through communi-
cation. 

Since shared kitchens must be close to the inpatient 
department of a hospital, fire prevention and other 
safety concerns are important.

To ensure the food safety of hospitalized patients is a 
vezry important soczial problem.

Food that is both healthy and safe can greatly help 
patients recover.  

The hospital needed to free up a lot of space for this 
shared kitchen. 

The daily maintenance of this shared kitchen requires 
certain manpower and material resources.

It took time for people to adopt and use the gym's 
communal kitchen. 

The processing of the ingredients is more difficult.

The use of the whole process requires a certain learn-
ing cost. 

Dining hallShared kitchenInpatient ward

Patients spend most of their stay in hospital in the 
ward.

Patients and their families can choose to eat in the 
ward or in the dining hall. 

Chefs employed by the hospital are here to make 
custom-made meals for customers. 

0~18 19~64 65+

Most of the people at 
this age are sickly and 
often need to be 
checked and treated in 
hospital.  

People at this age tend 
to take on caregiving 
roles, balancing work 
and family.

People in this age 
group are the ones 
who need to be taken 
care of, and sometimes 
some serious diseases 
can occur. 

Perceives

Patient

Service-oriented users

Relational users

Requesting users

Able to meet individual dietary needs one on one. 

Taste and nutritional needs can be met. 

The source of the food is more transparent, and the food is more 
secure and safe to eat. 

Increased job opportunities.

Make oneself obtain economic source, reduce the economic 
burden of the family. 

Reduce social instability.

Working with fellow patients in the same ward and taking turns to 
carry the prepared food can lighten the workload. 

Helping other patients bring meals also increases financial bene-
fits. 

Communicate with patients, can reduce their psychological pres-
sure and burden.

Reduce the physical burden of caring for the sick. 

Make life easier. 

The source of ingredients is guaranteed, the production process is 
more transparent, the food is nutritious and healthy, and it feels 
safe and secure to eat. 



03 Personas

The Request Type

35 years old

Software Engineer

Nanjing, China

“I took care of my father who was ill in hospital alone. 
Sometimes I was too busy to come by myself.”

The Associative Type

40 years old

Teacher

Nanjing, China

“Along with the other nurses on the ward, I cooked at the 
shared kitchen and sometimes we took turns picking up the 
prepared meals.”

The Service-orient Type

32 years old

Worker

Nanjing, China

“I was at the entrance to the shared kitchen to help those 
who came to the shared kitchen for the first time to use the 
terminal machines and inform them of the relevant 
services.”

?



Inpatient Department

Food and Beverage 
Department

Donation Center

Hospital Side

Service-oriented 
Family Members

Shopping 
Supermarket

LOT医局膳房

03 Service Scenario



Medical Care
Patient

Service-oriented 
Family Members

Service-oriented family members

Stall Owner

Hospital Food and 
Beverage Department

Hospital Chef

Health Supervision Department

Associated Patients

Supervisor

Staff Member

Chef

Caring Organization

Family Members of
 Requesting Patients Grocery shopping

Nursing

Give food

Take m
eal

Take m
eal

Takeaway

Provide vegetable source

Se
nd

 ra
w m

at
er

ial
s

D
ietary advice

D
ietary advice

Send Message

Send work content

Supervise

Su
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rv
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H
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Send user needs

Send user needs

Information Flow
Material Flow
Cash Flow

Feedback

Send user needs

Send work content

Rotation

Provide help
Fe

ed
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 o

rd
er

 in
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n

Monitoring management

Monitoring management

Se
nd

 o
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er
 in
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rm
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Exchange information
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03 Service System 



Customer 
needs

Emotion 
experience

Stage

Pain 
Point

Opportu-
nity

Behavior

Custom-made food
One-on-one cooking. All the dishes 
purchased by the guest are used only 
for the guest's lunch.

The food is nutritious, healthy 
and hygienic.

The market is far from the hospital. 1. Hygiene conditions in the food production process are unclear.
2. The flow of ingredients is invisible.

1. The handling is not hygienic.
2. No after-sale guarantee.

Buy food online or order in bulk.

1. Multiple cameras can be set up to monitor the chefs' behavior.
2. Location tracking can be set in the submitted basket when submitting purchased 
ingredients.
3. It can be set on the mobile phone to remotely monitor the cooking condition of food 
ingredients.

1. Food storage cabinets can be set up simi-
lar to the delivery cabinets.
2. Users can take food by scanning the code 
or entering a verification code.

Buy the ingredients Place the purchases in the 
"access window" of the 
shared kitchen.

Sorting

Cleaning

Cutting

Cooking
The staff will put the 
prepared food in the 
corresponding lockers.

Take out the food

Energetic

Expectant

Dysphoric

Peaceful

Athrill

Pleased

Phase of buy vegetables Phase of cooking Phase of taking 

03 User Journey Map

?



03 Storyboard

1. Buy the ingredients

2. Put the purchased ingredients in the ingredients window of the shared kitchen.

3. Processed food 4. Take away the processed ingredients.

LOT医局膳房
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Requesting users

start off Arrive at the Market Arrived at the shared kitchen Arrived at the ward

Acces 
control 
system

Acces 
control 

Drop 
litter 

Trash can

Check the 
notifica-
tion

Notice 
board

Buy 
breakfast 

Breakfast
stalls

Take a 
bus

Bus

Track the 
body 
tempera-
ture

Body 
temperate 
detector

Selected 
ingredients

Settle 
accounts 

Take a 
bus

Bus

Vegeta-
ble stall

Choose 
the menu

Hand in 
purchased 
ingredient

Monitor 
the 

produc-
tion 

Smart 
termi-
nal/APP

Windo of 
shared 
kitchen 

APP

Check the 
patient's 
status

Ask someone 
to help pick 
up the meal 
that has been 
prepared

APP

Relational users

start off Arrive at the Market Arrived at the shared kitchen Arrived at the ward

Acces 
control 
system

Acces 
control 

Drop 
litter 

Trash can

Check the 
notifica-
tion

Notice 
board

Buy 
breakfast 

Breakfast
stalls

Take a 
bus

Bus

Track the 
body 
tempera-
ture

Body 
temperate 
detector

Selected 
ingredients

Settle 
accounts 

Take a 
bus

Bus

Vegeta-
ble stall

Choose 
the menu

Hand in 
purchased 
ingredient

Monitor 
the 

produc-
tion 

Smart 
termi-
nal/APP

Windo of 
shared 
kitchen 

APP

Check the 
patient's 
status

APP

Service-oriented users

start off Arrived at the shared kitchen

Acces 
control 
system

Acces 
control 

Drop 
litter 

Trash can

Check the 
notifica-
tion

Notice 
board

Buy 
breakfast 

Breakfast
stalls

Take a 
bus

Bus

Track the 
body 
tempera-
ture

Body 
temperate 
detector

Go to the 
shared kitchen

Back to 
the ward

Take the 
cooked 
food

Bring the 
food to the 
requesting 
user

Take 
orders

APP

Food 
storage 
cabinet

Prepare 
for work

Staff 
room

Track the 
body 
tempera-
ture

Body 
temperate 
detector

Track the 
body 
tempera-
ture

Body 
temperate 
detector

Track the 
body 
tempera-
ture

Body 
temperate 
detector

Track the 
body 
tempera-
ture

Body 
temperate 
detector

Track the 
body 
tempera-
ture

Body 
temperate 
detector

Track the 
body 
tempera-
ture

Body 
temperate 
detector

Introduce the 
function of the 
terminal machine 
to the user and how 

to use it

Assist users 
to use 
terminal 
machines 

Assists users 
in using food 
storage 
cabinets

Terminal 
machines 

Food 
storage 
cabinets

Assist the 
staff in 
garbage 
sorting

Dustbin

03 User Behavior Comparison

The common behaviors 
of service patients, related 

patients, and request patients
 are different

?



03 Service Blueprint

Front-
stage

Back-
stage

Middle-
stage

Buy the ingre-
dients Take foodCooking

Hand over the 
ingredientsPlace an order

Measure body 
temperature

Provide the 
ingredients

Measure body 
temperature Provide choic-

es
Place an order

Cooking food
Serve a com-
pleted meal

APP/Terminal 
machine

Food storage 
cabinet

Technical maintenance and testing and 
related problem development

Formulate related strategies 
and programs, and provide 
program guidance

User experience testing

Big data detection 
platform Gleason

Technical Engineering 
Studies

Marketing

Touchpoint

Service 
content

Process

Service 
content

Service 
content



04 Customer Life Cycle Table

Cognitive 
elements

Emotional 
elements

Conation
 elements

Attitude

Trigger

Awareness 
needs

Unconscious-
ness

Purchasing 
intentionPreferenceBeliefComprehendConsciousness

Good resultPositive com-
ment

RepurchasePurchase
evaluation

Inconsistent 
after purchase

Bad result

Negative com-
ment

Investigations into other services
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05 Spatial Contact Design

Dynamic Line Graph 86.48㎡
1：100



Vegetable Cutting Area

Delivery Area

Stir-fry/Cooking Area

Dishes Sorting Area

Washing Area Delivery Area Dish Locker

Dishes Enter the Window

05 Spatial Contact Design

Schematic diagram 
of regional division 86.48㎡

1：100



05 Spatial Contact Design

Monitoring range



05 Spatial Contact Design

battery

heat insulation

IoT tracking locator

Support the 
bottom layer

Tray disassembly diagram



Home Page Display

05 Interactive contact design

The content of the homepage is decorated with the icons of
the medical dining room, and the login identity can be
selected on the login interface, such as service user, 
service user and merchant identity



IoT monitoring interface

05 Interactive contact design

Users can monitor the location and progress of meals on this
interface, and check whether the dishes are safe and healthy 
at any time.



Grocery shopping interface
Users can buy fresh vegetables on this interface, the hospital will 

give corresponding subsidies, and the operation can also
be purchased on the all-in-one machine

05 Interactive conta ct design



Page overview

05 Interactive conta ct design



06 Testing phase

WE BRING PROTOTYPES IN 
THE FIELD TO QUICKLY COLLECT 

USER FEEDBACK AND REFINE THE 
DESIGN



06  Ideate and  Prototype

WE CREATE 
PROTOTYPES TO 
MAKE OUR IDEAS 

TANGIBLE AND 
EASIER TO 

COMMUNICATE AND 
EVOLVE



THANKS


